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XUZHOU, China: Workers wielding screeching
hand-held wood sanders toil overtime in Cheng
Huaibao’s bunk bed factory, rushing to prepare
for the wave of orders about to break on manu-
facturing businesses like his across China.
China’s November 11 orgy of e-shopping strikes
Saturday, with hundreds of millions of con-
sumers expected to seize on promotional dis-
counts to place up to a billion pent-up orders
for everything from food
to furniture and elec-
tronics.

So-called “Double
11”, or “Singles Day”, is
the biggest day of the
year for Cheng, account-
ing for around one-sixth
of his annual orders and
illustrating the impact
that China’s years-long
e-commerce boom is
having right down to some of the country’s
poorest villages.

Cheng’s town of Shaji in eastern Jiangsu
province once relied on farming and, later, pro-
cessing waste plastic. Today, furniture produc-
tion fattens wallets in Shaji, one of more than
1,300 communities across China dubbed
“Taobao Villages”, areas that re-invented them-
selves as manufacturing bases to supply e-com-
merce giant Alibaba’s Taobao platform.

“It’s a new way for people here to make more
money and get rich. It has really changed peo-
ple’s fates,” said Cheng, 28. The high-school
graduate previously worked in an electronics
factory and later sold home appliances.

In 2010, he scraped together 2,000 yuan
($300) and began making children’s bunk beds
to sell on Taobao. It was a propitious choice-in
2016 China relaxed its “one-child policy” to

allow families a second
child. Bunk beds are
suddenly hot.

Cheng says his busi-
ness is now worth 20 mil-
lion yuan. He has
purchased several homes
and parks his Mercedes-
Benz and Audi outside a
factory that’s grown to
25,000 square feet and
200 employees. “I’m driv-

ing a one-million-yuan car. I never dared to dream
of such a day before,” he said.

Sweet Spot 
Alibaba seized on Double 11 beginning in

2009 as China’s online answer to the late-No-
vember US “Black Friday” shopping spree, find-
ing a sweet spot combining China’s love of a
good bargain and the national addiction to
smartphones and one-click payments.

Alibaba says Double 11-related sales last
year reached $17.8 billion in gross merchandise
value, up 32 percent from 2015 and roughly
equal to the annual GDP of Mozambique. This
year’s shopping fest will put an exclamation
mark on Alibaba’s growing dominance of com-

merce in China under boss Jack Ma, one of
China’s richest men.

The company’s stock has doubled this year
as revenues surged. It recently passed Amazon
to reclaim the crown as the world’s most valu-
able e-commerce company. —AFP

In China’s e-commerce 
boom, it takes a village 

Villages re-invent themselves as manufacturing bases for Alibaba

XUZHOU: In this photograph taken on November 8, 2017, laborers work inside a furniture factory
in a “Taobao Village” in Xuzhou. —AFP

BEIJING: Chinese factory prices continued to surge in October,
with data yesterday showing a bigger-than-forecast jump
owing to an anti-pollution clampdown that has driven up com-
modity prices. In a drive to clean up the country’s smog-ridden
cities the government has moved to wind down production at
some at steel factories and smelters, and President Xi Jinping
last month emphasized environmental protection at the Com-
munist Party congress. The clean-air policy, which has been
stepped up going into the winter when pollution worsens, has
led to tighter supplies in turn lifting prices.

And the National Statistics Bureau said the producer price
index (PPI), an important barometer of the industrial sector,
held still at 6.9 percent last month, beating expectations of 6.6
percent in a Bloomberg News survey. The consumer price
index (CPI), a key gauge of retail inflation, hit 1.9 percent,
higher than the 1.6 percent in September and also slightly beat-
ing Bloomberg’s forecast.

The figures will likely provide a boost to China’s leadership
as they strive to retool the world’s number two economy so it
is driven by domestic demand and away from one reliant on
state investment and exports. Authorities have targeted around
three percent in the CPI this year. “China’s reflation story re-
mains alive, for now,” Julian Evans-Pritchard of Capital Eco-
nomics said in a research note. —AFP

China’s factory-gate 
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Chinese binge on 
easy credit tied to 
Singles Day sales
SHANGHAI/BEIJING: Days ahead of China’s biggest retail
event of the year, lenders and retailers are going all out to get
consumers to borrow and to spend - from topping up credit
lines to offering loans that come with chances to win even more
cash. Over a 24-hour period on Saturday, billions of dollars of
discounted goods are expected to be sold online on Singles
Day, China’s version of Black Friday.

Chinese e-commerce colossus Alibaba Group Holding last
year reported transactions topping $14 billion, and deals are
expected to grow this year. The annual Singles Day, originally
a day for young college students to celebrate singlehood, has
become a barometer of China’s sprawling e-commerce sector.
The rise in consumer spending in a country traditionally
viewed as a nation of savers has coincided with a sharp in-
crease in consumer borrowing in recent years.

While consumer borrowing in China is still modest com-
pared to mortgage loans and corporate borrowing, economists
warn that household leverage is building up too rapidly.

For Rose Ji, a student from the northern port city of Tian-
jin, the pull of a deep discount on Singles Day for a personal
photography session prompted her to borrow an otherwise
unaffordable amount from a consumer lending firm. “I’ve al-
ways wanted to be photographed, but the original price was
5,000 yuan ($754),” said Ji. “On Nov. 11, it’s only 1,800 yuan.”

Ji borrowed the full amount from Huabei, a consumer fi-

nance service whose name literally means “just spend” in Chi-
nese. Ji, 21, will pay back the loan in six months at an interest
rate of 4 percent.

On a colourful online advertisement sprinkled with cartoon
skateboards and hamburgers, Huabei also offers borrowers a
chance to win up to 4,999 yuan worth of shopping on spending
receipts of just 200 yuan.

Huabei, launched by Alipay, an e-payment firm connected
to Alibaba, also offers special Singles Day credit limit exten-
sions.

JD Finance, the lending arm of JD.com, is giving shoppers
the opportunity to enter into a draw with 1,111 chances to win
prizes ranging from “red packets” of cash to having their shop-
ping bills paid by the firm. Fenqile.com, a small online loans
firm, offers 12-month interest-free credit for some goods if
loans are made for Singles Day purchases, and PPmoney.com,
another small online credit company, is offering 8,888 yuan
worth of credit that can be spent on the platform. The number
8 is considered lucky among Chinese.

The push by newer online lending firms and retailers to bol-
ster consumer spending aligns with Beijing’s plans to swivel a
manufacturing-led economy to one driven by consumer de-
mand and services.

But analysts warn that while household debt is low by West-
ern standards, risks are rising as the economy cools.

“People over-extend themselves without considering the
long-term consequences on their future financial wellbeing,”
said Rui Yao, associate professor at the University of Missouri.
“Impulsive purchases on credit have been a growing problem
for consumers.”

For student Ji, the part-time work she does will pay a tenth
of her Huabei loan. The rest, she says, will be covered by her
parents. —Reuters 
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